Sponsorship award of the Freundes- und Förderkreis des Institutes für Textiltechnik of RWTH Aachen e.V.
The sponsorship award of our association honours outstanding work on specific topics in textile technology and Textile Machinery which has been bestowed since 2014. Compared to other awards, the sponsors have the opportunity to directly meet and interact with the award-winning students. As a part of our evening event, applicants and prize winners present their work to the interested industry members followed by an exclusive discussion forum.

We are looking for companies, organisations and personalities who are willing to support our association with a donation up to 2,000 euros to enable the sponsorship awards and also to participate in the discussion forum thereby providing critical feedback to aspiring students.

Reasons for your financial and personal support of the award:

• The sponsorship award and the evening event help promote the social skills of young talents.

• The degree of awareness of your company or organisation increases with the graduates of the ITA as well as RWTH Aachen University thereby providing you with a personal impression and facilitating a direct access to these students.
• You have direct and personal access to research and development results through this platform.

• You can actively support the transfer of results from research to application through real-time discussions.

• You intensify your connection to the institute as a basis for further cooperations and remain interconnected to current and future research activities while also engaging in, contributing to and receiving information pertaining to futuristic topics and developing markets. Your organisation, your name, your company will be named in the title of the sponsorship award and you determine the technological focus of it.

In addition to the sponsorship award, our association also supports training, teaching and research of the ITA.

Price winner 2015 Benedict Bauer

Price winner 2017 Kira Heins
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